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July 9, 2013

Dr Syed A Hassan
Faculty of Computing and Information Technology Rabigh
King Abdul Aziz University, P.O Box 344
Rabigh-21911, Saudi Arabia

Dear Dr Hassan:

RE: MANUSCRIPT TITLED "RESTRICTION INHIBITION ASSAY: A QUALITATIVE AND
QUANTITATIVE METHOD TO SCREEN SEQUENCE SPECIFIC DNA BINDER FROM HERBAL
PLANTS”

Your manuscript sent to TJPR has been duly reviewed and recommended for publication subject to your
satisfactorily attending to the issues raised by the reviewer. The review comments are annotated directly on
the reviewed manuscript which is attached here.

Please act promptly and let me have the revised manuscript as an email attachment as soon as possible.
Indicate clearly, in an itemized format in a separate document, how the issues raised by the
reviewers were addressed. Also revise your manuscript in line with the corrections (including
punctuations, etc) indicated in red font and the comments annotated directly on your reviewed manuscript.
Ensure you leave the review ‘Comments’ on the right margin intact. To assist you in this regard, do
exactly the following:

Open the reviewed manuscript we sent to you. On the menu bar, click on 'Tools'/’Review’ and then
'Track changes'. On the next menu bar below, look for a tab where you have ‘Accept’ or a 'good' (√)
sign or symbol. Click on the drop arrow beside it, and click on the option 'Accept all changes in
Document'. This will change all the red fonts in the reviewed manuscript to black and automatically
incorporate all the corrections we directly effected on the reviewed manuscript. Note that before you
do this, first save a copy of the reviewed manuscript under a different file name as you will need it to
help you effect other revisions required. Further revisions required should be made on the copy
from which you have removed the annotations as described above. Leave your own revisions in red
font.

Note that failure to revise your manuscript exactly as indicated above may result in a delay in its publication
and, possibly, rejection.

We look forward to hearing from you soon.

Sincerely,

Professor AO Okhamafe
Editor-in-Chief

TJPR


